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The rechargeable Li-O2 battery is still in its infancy. More studies are required 
before a commercial product can be reached. My research aims at the major hurdles in 
current research, such as the fundamental mechanism and the high overpotential of the 
electrochemical reactions. In this dissertation, firstly, I demonstrated the mass and charge 
transport relevant to the formation of toroidal Li2O2 nanoparticles during the 
discharge/charge cycles in an aprotic Li-O2 cell. The accumulations of the discharge 
product Li2O2 not only clog the O2 pathway in the cathode, but also hinder the charge 
transfer process. Overfull Li2O2 requires extra energy to break its chemical bonds during 
charge, and causes a high charge overpotential. Electrocatalysts were employed to lower 
the charge overpotential.  
In the second part of this dissertation, atomic layer deposition (ALD) was used to 
deposit nanostructured palladium on porous carbon as the cathode material for Li-O2 cells. 
STEM showed discrete crystalline nanoparticles decorating the surface of the porous 
carbon support, where the size could be controlled in the range of 2-8 nm depending on 
the number of Pd ALD cycles performed. X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Pd K-
edge revealed that the carbon supported Pd existed in a mixed phase of metallic 
 iv 
 
palladium and palladium oxide. The conformality of ALD allowed us to uniformly 
disperse the Pd catalyst onto the carbon support while preserving the initial porous 
structure. As a result, the charging and discharging performance of the oxygen cathode in 
a Li-O2 cell was improved. These results suggest that ALD is a promising technique for 
tailoring the surface composition and structure of nanoporous supports in energy storage 
devices. 
Furthermore, uniformly dispersed Pd nanoparticles on ZnO-passivated porous 
carbon were synthesized via an atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique, which was 
tested as a cathode material in a rechargeable Li-O2 battery, showing highly active 
catalytic effect towards the electrochemical reactions, in particular, oxygen evolution 
reaction. Transmission electron microscopy showed discrete crystalline nanoparticles 
decorating the surface of the ZnO-passivated porous carbon support, where the size could 
be controlled in the range of 3-6 nm depending on the number of Pd ALD cycles 
performed. X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Pd K-edge revealed that the carbon 
supported Pd existed in a mixed phase of metallic palladium and palladium oxide. These 
results suggest that ALD is a promising technique for tailoring the surface composition 
and structure of nanoporous supports for Li-O2 batteries. 
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In modern times, environmental pollution is aggravated due to the increasing 
reliance on fossil fuels, which produce around 20 billion tons of CO2 and a large quantity 
of other green-house gas per year in the atmosphere, causing global warming.1 The 
combustion products of fossil fuels fall to Earth as acid rain, which impacts both the 
natural and built environment. On the other hand, it takes millions of years to form fossil 
fuels from the remains of organisms, but only a few hundreds of years to deplete all the 
known reserves. The rising use of fossil fuels and decrease of supply will lead to a 
serious energy crisis. To reduce the emission of green-house gas and the reliance on 
fossil fuels, the world is seeking alternative green energy sources, such as nuclear energy 
and renewable energy sources (e.g., solar power, hydropower, wind power, geothermal 
energy, etc.).2 The main purpose of developing these energy sources is power generation. 
Thus accumulators—the devices that store electrical energy—come as an answer to the 
acute demand. Meanwhile, electrical energy storage has been a major element in 
economic development of modern states. 
2 
The rechargeable lithium battery, as a candidate for such devices, has attracted 
considerable attention since the invention of the rechargeable Li-ion battery in 1985.3 The 
rechargeable Li-ion battery has been in everyday use in portable electronics, such as cell 
phones and laptops, with one of the best energy densities, no memory effect, and the slow 
loss of charge.4,5 However, in the electrification of the transportation sector, for example 
the electric vehicle, the specific energy and energy density for state-of-the-art Li-ion 
batteries are much too low for an all-electric vehicle.6-10 The specific energy of current 
automobile Li-ion cells is about 150 Wh/kg at the cell level and about 105 Wh/kg at the 
pack level, i.e., a driving range of 70 miles for a 200 kg battery pack;11 it could be pushed 
up to 400 Wh/kg with the high-capacity electrode materials, leading to a driving range of 
140 miles at the most, which is still much lower than the goal of 300 miles per single 
charge set by the United States Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC).12 Besides the 
driving range, the USABC set goals for working temperature range (-40 °C to +66 °C), 
calendar life (15 years), and so on,12 which are also far beyond the electrochemical 
properties of Li-ion batteries at the present time. Thus beyond-Li-ion-battery research is 
put on the front burner, in order to develop the energy storage systems with much higher 
specific energy and energy density,6,7,13,14 and thereby to achieve the required level of 
electric vehicle. 
Rechargeable Li-air battery, which was originally proposed in the 1970s as a 
potential high-capacity energy source,15,16 has a high theoretical energy density 
3 
12 kWh/kg excluding the oxygen mass.17 It has been theorized that the practical value 
could be 1.7 kWh/kg on the cell level.17 Meanwhile, the theoretical energy density of 
gasoline is around 13 kWh/kg, and the energy provided to the wheels after losses is also 
1.7 kWh/kg. According to the energy densities of various kinds of rechargeable batteries 
shown in Figure 1.1,17-20 the ultrahigh energy density and the comparability with gasoline 
make Li-air battery a promising large-scale energy storage system. 
Li-air battery induces a current flow by the oxidation of lithium at the anode and 
the reduction of oxygen at the cathode. In 1996, Abraham and Jiang21 reported the first 
nonaqueous Li-air battery consisting of a Li-metal anode, a porous carbon cathode, and a 
polymer organic electrolyte. Thereafter the research did not advance until the late 2000s 
due to the advance in materials technology. Especially in the last 3-4 years, it has 
attracted increasing attention6,11,22-30 because of the burning issues in the fields of 
environmental protection and energy supplies. Besides the extremely high energy density, 
the major benefit of the Li-air battery is the potential to utilize oxygen from air instead of 
storing an oxidizer internally, which is also one of the reasons for its high energy density. 
However, in current laboratory work, cells are performed in a pure oxygen environment, 
because other components in air—H2O, CO2, etc.—would cause the degradation of the 
battery.31-33 This is the reason why the name “Li-air battery” has been replaced by “Li-O2 
battery” in many recent articles.22,26,34-38 In spite of this, the true “Li-air battery” is still 
the ultimate goal. 
4 
According to the types of electrolyte, Li-O2 battery is subdivided into four types: 
aprotic,39,40 aqueous,33,41 solid state,42,43 and hybrid aqueous/aprotic.44-46 Currently, most 
effort has focused on the aprotic Li-O2 battery, which is actually the nonaqueous Li-air 
battery in many previous articles47-49 using organic electrolytes. The reason to replace 
“non-aqueous” by “aprotic” is to not confuse it with solid state or protonic nonaqueous 
batteries. An aprotic system is the most basic system, which would favor fundamental 
research on mechanism and battery components. Therefore my research will focus on the 
aprotic Li-O2 battery, consisting of the following aspects: fundamental mechanism, 
cathode catalysts, and cathode architecture. 
Despite significant progress that has been achieved recently, the aprotic Li-O2 
battery is still in an embryonic stage. The electrochemical reactions and mechanism have 
not been understood in detail yet, and many formidable challenges prevent the viable 
commercial implementation. One of biggest issues facing the development of Li-O2 
batteries is the accumulation of the insoluble and nonconducting discharge product Li2O2 
on a porous carbon cathode.48,50-53 Such accumulation would clog the pores of the porous 
carbon, leading to the reduction of the electron conductivity, the blockage of the pathway 
for further O2 diffusion, and somehow an increase in the charge overpotential. Therefore, 
understanding and controlling the formation of Li2O2 particles upon discharge would be 
the key factor in engineering air electrode structures that can provide high energy and 
power density of the reversible Li-O2 cell with a long cycle life. 
5 
Meanwhile, the colossal charge overpotential presented in the current Li-O2 
system, which is likely due to the lack of effective cathode catalyst to promote the 
discharge and charge reactions,54,55 significantly impacts the cell efficiency and 
cyclability. Various electrocatalysts on cathode have been shown to lower the 
overpotential54,55 or enhance the cycle life,23 and thus improve the electrochemical 
performance of the cells. However, none of the current electrocatalysts has improved all 
aspects of the battery performance yet. Some catalysts are even an important cause of 
side reactions, such as electrolyte decomposition. And the popular methods of loading 
electrocatalysts, such as mechanical milling, cannot control the catalyst nanoparticles and 
have the potential to destroy the microstructure of the substrate material, which is critical 
for the battery performance. Moreover, the mechanism of how these catalysts act in the 
cell has not been fully addressed yet. Therefore the research on the electrocatalyst is a 
large proportion of all of the research on the Li-O2 battery. The stability of the aprotic 
electrolyte against the active species (e.g., O2-, O22-, and O2-) in the electrolyte56-59 or on 
the surface of lithium anode37 is also a big concern. The undesired discharge products 
from the electrolyte decomposition are responsible for the high charge overpotential 
observed. These problems result in the fast decay of the cell. Without doubt, significant 
research effort is required to push this promising technology towards practical 
application. 
In this dissertation, I will start with the literature survey to create an overview of  
6 
the aprotic Li-O2 battery in Chapter 2. The research objectives are presented in Chapter 3, 
including the battery performance, cathode electrocatalysts, ether-based electrolyte, and 
Li-metal anode. Chapter 4 will introduce the experimental approaches, composed of three 
parts: the electrochemical test, catalyst preparation methods, and characterization 
methods. The experimental and theoretical results, focusing on the above problems, will 
be presented and discussed from Chapter 5 to Chapter 7. Chapter 5 is a systemic study on 
the evolution of Li2O2 morphology during the discharge-charge cycle, demonstrating that 
the mass transport of diffusive active species and the underlying evolving interfaces is 
critical to the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in 
the Li-O2 battery. The techniques of uniformly deposition with particle control, presented 
in Chapter 6 and 7, were applied on the catalyst loading and cathode architecture, and the 
resulting materials significantly improved the battery performance. Chapter 8 is the 
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Figure 1.1: The energy densities for various batteries compared to gasoline. The 
theoretical density is indicated by the black bars while the practical achievable density is 
































































































This chapter is a brief literature survey of the recent research on the aprotic Li-O2 
battery, including the electrochemical reactions in the battery system, the O2-breathing 
cathode and efficiency electrocatalysts, the stability of the organic electrolyte and its 
effect on the battery performance, and the importance of a stable lithium anode. 
 
2.1 Reactions and Mechanism 
A typical aprotic Li-O2 cell is made of a lithium metal anode, a porous cathode 
(usually the porous carbon), and a glass-fiber separator filled with aprotic electrolyte, as 
shown in Figure 2.1. It induces a current flow by the oxidation of lithium at the anode 
and the reduction of oxygen at the cathode, namely the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 
at the cathode during discharge. In the charge process, the oxygen evolution reaction 
(OER) on the cathode decomposes the discharge products.1-6 
Without regard to the side reactions, the fundamental chemistry of an aprotic 




 +	e	 	→ LiO		(E
 = 3.0	V	vs. Li Li⁄ )												…… [2.1]; 
O +	2Li
 +	2e	 	→ LiO		(E
 = 3.10	V	vs. Li Li⁄ )		…… [2.2]; 
O +	4Li
 + 	4e	 	→ 2LiO		(E
 = 2.91	V	vs. Li Li⁄ )		…… [2.3]. 
All the reactions above are equally dominant in thermodynamics, because they 
have the similar standard redox potential. In the condensed phase of LixOy compounds, 
the two most thermodynamically stable structures are lithium oxide (Li2O) and lithium 
peroxide (Li2O2).7 However, reaction [2.3] is the least dominant in kinetics due to the 
four-electron transfer. And the irreversible discharge product Li2O is only found when 
the cut-off voltage is below 2.0 V.8-10 So reaction [2.3] cannot process, i.e., Li2O cannot 
be produced, under the voltage range 2.2-4.5 V in the electrochemical test of this 
dissertation. The reversible product Li2O2 was confirmed as the main discharge product 
by most research with the cut-off voltage > 2.0 V,11-21 ever since the first report by 
Abraham and Jiang,22 using a Raman spectroscopy and qualitative analysis. It could form 
directly through reaction [2.2], the two-electron transfer;23 or be produced from LiO2, 
which is unstable in the battery and forms through reaction [2.1], possibly via the 
following reactions: 
2LiO 	→ 	 LiO +	O 																																																					………… [2.4]; 
LiO 	+ 	Li
 +	e	 	→ 	 LiO		(E
 = 2.96	V	vs. Li Li⁄ )		…… [2.5]. 
The latter process, from reaction [2.1] to reaction [2.4] or [2.5], would be more 
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kinetically favored due to these one-electron transfers. And it corresponds with the 
discovery of the superoxide-like surface structure by both simulation24-25 and 
experiments.26-27 However, there is no direct evidence to prove which reaction 
predominates, or whether these reactions coexist in terms of the Li2O2 formation.  
In OER of charge process, Li2O2 is decomposed to lithium cation and oxygen. 
The reaction could be as follows: 
LiO → O +	2Li
 +	2e	 …… [2.6]; 
LiO 	→ LiO 	+ 	Li
 +	e	 …… [2.7]. 
Ogasawara et al.28 presented the direct evidence of oxygen release on charging. Yet it is 
not a negation for the one-electron transfer reaction [2.7], because McClosky et al.29-30 
showed that the amount of O2 evolved upon charging is only 60% of the consumption in 
discharge. However, the difference in the O2 amount cannot be a strong support of 
reaction [2.7] either, because it might be caused by side reactions. Similar to the current 
knowledge of discharge reactions, it is also unclear which oxygen evolution reaction is 
more favorable in the charging process. 
The insoluble product Li2O2 has been considered the principal reason for the high 
charge overpotential20, 31-32 and poor cyclability33 of the current Li-O2 battery. 
Electrocatalysts are widely applied to lower the overpotential, which will be discussed in 
the following section, in order to improve the roundtrip efficiency of the cell. In 2011, 
Mitchell et al.9 reported a toroid-shaped discharge product in an aprotic Li-O2 cell using 
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binder-free hollow carbon fibers as the cathode material. They affirmed that the toroid is 
Li2O2, according to its morphological evolution as a function of both discharge rate and 
capacity. This conclusion is generally accepted by other researchers. However, there was 
no direct evidence until Lu et al.34 reported an electron diffraction pattern on a single 
toroid using high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM), confirming the 
presence of Li2O2 in the toroidal shape. Findings on the toroidal morphology of Li2O2 are 
interesting since they lead to very nonuniform surface coverage, which is beneficial to 
increasing the discharge capacity of the cell due to easier oxygen diffusion at the late 
stage of the discharge. Besides the toroidal morphologies, the discharge products are 
observed to form isolated Li2O2 islands on FGS,10 and homogenous Li2Ox membrane 
coating on porous carbon particles under high current density.17 
Understanding the nucleation and morphology evolution of Li2O2 particles upon 
discharge is the crucial factor to improving the battery performance. Black et al.26 
showed that the crystallization of Li2O2 is governed by its rate of nucleation from LiO2, 
in the absence of binder and catalyst. The morphology evolution of the discharge 
products is also dominated by current density in the discharge/charge process, in which 
toroid products appear at a low current rate and small equiaxed particles grow at a high 
rate.17, 21 The nature of Li2O2 is a crucial point that can help to control its nucleation and 
evolution. The paramagnetism of Li2O2 formed in discharge has been detected by Lu et 
al.,24 using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). This work provided direct evidence 
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that the spin in the Li2O2 comes from a superoxide-like structure, which corresponds to 
the density function theory (DFT) study by Lau et al.,25 that a localized unpaired spin and 
the shorter O-O distance was found. The result is further confirmed by Yang et al.27 with 
the 1125 cm-1 peak in the Raman spectra. Hummelshoj et al.35 propounded a theory that 
the electronic band gap of bulk Li2O2 can be lowered from 4.9 eV to ~ 3.0 eV by 
inducing Li vacancies into the bulk, which is supported by the Li2O2 nanoparticles 
observed as the discharge product.21, 36  
 
2.2 Cathode and Electrocatalysts 
In an aprotic Li-O2 battery, most electrochemical reactions react on the O2-
breathing cathode, which is also the place for deposition of the discharge product Li2O2, 
and for most of the voltage drop in a cell. A cathode material with the following 
requirements would be able to cater for the needs of high performance: (1) fast oxygen 
diffusion; (2) good electric conductivity; (3) good ionic conductivity; (4) high specific 
surface area; and (5) stable property. Porous carbon has been used as the cathode material 
in most Li-O2 batteries because it shows compliance with these requirements.10, 37-40 
Other than that, porous carbon also has the advantages of low weight and the existence of 
defect sites, which may catalyze the oxygen reduction reactions. Read et al.41 have 
studied the effects of porosity of various porous carbon, i.e., micro-, meso-, and macro-
porosities, and suggested that tailoring of the cathode can improve the battery 
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performance. High surface area guarantees enough active sites for reactions. However, in 
a comparison among several carbon materials, the highest discharge capacity appears in 
the cell with Super P carbon as the cathode material, which has a relatively low surface 
area (62 m2/g).42 It has been realized that the pore size in the range of 2-50 nm, not 
specific surface area, is the primary factor of the capacity when using porous carbon as 
the cathode material.43 Younesi et al.44 revealed that overmuch binder in cathode slurry 
would also clog the pores and lead to a sharp decline in the battery capacity.  
Commercial carbon black, such as Super P,42 Acetylene,45 Ketjen black,46 and 
Graphitized carbon black,34 is the most widely-applied porous carbon in current research 
on the aprotic Li-O2 battery, to achieve high battery capacity and high energy density. 
Recent research also demonstrates various new carbon-based materials. Mitchell et al.9 
reported a high discharge capacity of 7200 mAh/g using hollow carbon fibers directly 
growing on a ceramic porous substrate as the cathode, in which the Li2O2 toroid was first 
reported. They also used carbon nanotube (CNT) cathode in the research of the 
morphological evolution of Li2O2 toroid.21 Xiao et al.10 reported a hierarchically porous 
functionalized graphene sheets (FGS) cathode delivering an extremely high capacity of 
15000 mAh/g. Despite achieving the high capacity, the big hurdle of Li-O2 battery, large 
overpotential, still exists even at very low current density, causing low round-trip 
efficiencies (< 60%).  
Overpotential is the difference between the thermodynamically determined 
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reduction potential of a half-reaction and the observed potential at which the redox event 
occurred. As mentioned in section 2.1, all the possible ideal reactions in an aprotic Li-O2 
battery have a similar standard redox potential around 3.0 V, which is the 
thermodynamically determined reduction potential. Experimentally, it is a surprise to 
have a discharge voltage plateau in the range of 2.6-2.7 V for different cathodes, no 
matter whether catalyst is loaded or not. It suggests that the reaction kinetics of ORR is 
not by the catalyst, but probably by the oxygen diffusion rate. This conjecture is 
supported by the reports that an increase in the oxygen pressure, which enhances the 
diffusivity in the cathode, would lead to a higher specific capacity.47 In the charge 
process, the voltage plateau is above 4.0 V for most bare carbon cathodes. The high 
overpotential requires extra energy to drive the reactions, thus causing a low round-trip 
efficiency of the battery. And the electrolytes at present are unstable under such a high 
voltage, which is behind the bad performance of the battery. Various catalysts48 have 
been examined to lower the charge overpotential, and to improve the capacity and 
cyclability of battery.  
Cobalt pthalocyanine-catalyzed porous carbon was used in the first Li-O2 
battery.22 Since then, many new catalysts have been reported, including metal oxides,49-53 
precious metals,54-56 and mixed-metal oxides.57-63 In 2006, the Bruce group28 used 
electrolytic manganese dioxide (MnO2) as the catalyst and significantly improved the 
cyclability to more than 30 cycles. They also evaluated the effects of other metal-oxide 
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catalysts to the battery performance in follow-up work,64 and found that Fe2O3 cell has 
the highest initial capacity but the worst cyclability, the cells with catalysts Fe3O4, CuO, 
or CoFe2O4 have excellent capacity retention, and Co3O4 improves the cell performance 
in both initial capacity and capacity retention. MnO2 is so far the most widely studied 
catalyst, because it is easy to synthesize under control with high purity, and has a wide 
variety of crystallographic structures (e.g., α,65-69 β,70-73 γ,74-75 and δ forms76) among 
which the single α-MnO2 nanotubes have the best catalysis and present a much better 
performance than other forms of MnO2 catalysts. Precious metals, such as Au and Pt, 
were reported as efficiency catalysts in carbonate-based electrolytes,56 but did not 
perform well in ether-based electrolytes.77 The effects and importance of electrolytes will 
be introduced in section 2.3.  
Earlier research concluded that catalysts would reduce the reduction activation 
energy, which has been confirmed by many catalysts such as metals and metal oxides. 
Black et al.18 presumed that their catalyst, Co3O4/rGO, reduces the binding energy of 
LixO2 species and acts as a promoter to enhance their mass transport, instead of lowering 
the activation energy like conventional electrocatalysts. This finding would help to better 
understand surface reactivity and tailor electrodes to overcome the limitations.  
Various details are still unclear in the mechanism of the catalysis. The structure 
and distribution of a catalyst has been deemed to influence the porosity of cathode 
material and thereby determine the specific capacity and energy density of the cells. A 
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uniformly distributed catalyst is generally considered to improve the battery performance. 
However, according to the a drift-diffusion-based model reported by Andrei et al.,78 the 
uniform distribution catalysts only improve the current and power density, while the 
nonuniform catalyst is more efficient in enhancing the reaction rate at the separator-
cathode interface. This theory has not been validated because of the lack of the deposition 
technique to build a controlled nonuniform distribution of catalyst nanoparticles. 
 
2.3 Aprotic Electrolyte 
In an aprotic Li-O2 battery, electrolyte formulation has been found to be an 
important influence on battery performance. The bad stability of the electrolyte is one of 
the key factors causing the poor performance of aprotic Li-O2 battery. Organic carbonate 
based electrolytes, such as propylene carbonate (PC),79-86 ethylene carbonate (EC),87-93 
and dimethyl carbonate (DMC),94-97 were widely applied in early investigation of aprotic 
Li-O2 battery, because of their advantages of wide electrochemical window and wide 
liquid-temperature range, which make them the main electrolytes in Li-ion batteries. But 
they are not stable in a Li-O2 battery due to the presence of reactive radicals (O2-, O22- et 
al.). Preceding the first report of the Li-O2 battery in 1996,22 it has been reported since 
1989 that PC would decompose in oxygen reduction,98-99 but made little impression until 
the coming of direct evidence in 2010. Instead of Li2O2, the main discharge products are 
lithium carbonate (Li2CO3), lithium formate (HCO2Li), and lithium acetate (CH3CO2Li) 
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in a Li-O2 battery using organic carbonates as the electrolyte solvent.100-106 These 
carbonate compounds decompose in charge process and produce CO2, causing the high 
charge overpotential and furthermore leading to bad cyclability of the cell. DFT studies 
show that PC could easily decompose on Li2O2 [100] surface,81 and the reaction with O2- 
is the major hurdle of electrolyte stability.102 PC is easily impacted by the nucleophilic 
attack of oxygen reduced species O2-. Once the ring of PC is open, the subsequent C-O 
bond breaking, i.e., the decomposition, is easier and thermodynamically favored.101 
Therefore the carbonate-based electrolyte is no longer the mainstream in the aprotic Li-
O2 battery. Conclusions drawn from the investigations in the cells using carbonate-based 
electrolytes should be re-examined in other stable and efficient electrolytes. In some 
research, EC is mixed with a linear organic carbonate (e.g., DMC, DEC) to approach a 
better cell performance.16, 87-90, 95-97, 107-111 This method also comes from the Li-ion battery, 
in which a stable solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) is formed in the mixed-solvent 
electrolyte, enhancing the cyclability and safety of the battery. However, due to the 
presence of O2 in Li-O2 battery, side reactions would be more complex, and are still 
subjects to be investigated. 
After a broad search,8, 23, 101-104, 112-113 ether-based solvents gain their popularity 
due to high stability, high oxidation potentials, low viscosity, inflammability, and low 
cost. They were firstly reported by Read in 2006,114 with improved stability and battery 
performance. And plenty of articles have confirmed that the main discharge product is 
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Li2O2 when using ether-based electrolyte, such as 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME),115-116 
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME),17, 117-121 and tri(ethylene glycol)-
substituted methyltrimethyl silane (1NM3);24, 101, 122 although DME has the possibility of 
degradation due to the presence of O2- or O22- according to DFT study.113 The long-chain 
ether TEGDME is stable against O2- and Li metal,26 and has less polarity and volatility. 
By using the TEGDME electrolyte, the cell reported by Jung et al.123 has a specific 
capacity of 1000 mAh/g with up to 100 cycles, under both low and high current rates, 
which is an amazingly stable performance at the current stage of research. 1NM3 is a 
silicon-containing oligo solvent with a low glass transition temperature, high oxidation 
potential, and good lithium ion conductivity.101 It results in a low charge voltage (3.5 V 
vs. Li/Li+), but a bad cyclability. Freunberger et al.124 investigated other linear or cyclic 
ether-based electrolytes, but found that decomposition occurs, producing a mixture of 
Li2CO3, HCO2Li, CH3CO2Li, C2H4(OCO2Li)2, CO2, or H2O. 
Besides solvent, the lithium salt in the aprotic electrolyte is also an important 
source of side reactions. In most early-stage investigations, the salt is lithium 
hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) because it is widely used in Li-ion batteries.125-126 LiPF6 is 
stable against cathode, and has high conductivity and low internal resistance. But it is 
extremely sensitive to H2O, and its decomposition has been found with the formation of 
HF and LiF. Du et al.122 reported the decomposition of 1NM3 solvent triggered by the 
formation of HF from the decomposition of LiPF6, which leads to degradation of the 
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electrolyte and cause bad battery performance. In Freunberger’s investigation mentioned 
above,124 the usage of LiPF6 should take the blame for their conclusion that ether-based 
electrolytes are not suitable for Li-O2 battery. However, Du et al.122 also demonstrated 
that LiPF6 is more stable in TEGDME than in 1NM3, and the similar side reactions are 
not observed when LiTFSI and LiCF3SO3 127 are used as the salt. The usage of LiCF3SO3 
in the research of Jung et al.123 contributes to the significant improvement of the cell 
performance as mentioned above. These results suggest that the electrolyte stability in Li-




Reversible charge storage in the anode is accomplished by depositing and 
dissolving Li+ from the Lithium metal. Li metal is a theoretically ideal anode material for 
battery to provide extraordinarily high energy density, because of its great 
electrochemical potential and largest specific energy (3860 mAh/g) among the metallic 
elements. However, the unwanted dendrite formation on the anode has been discovered in 
Li-ion batteries since the mid-1980s.128-130 These growth particles penetrate the separator 
and cause an electrical short. Thus it becomes the longstanding problem, impeding the 
development of the secondary Li-ion batteries with long cycle life. In the Li-O2 battery, 
dendrite is not as influential as the problems created by cathode and electrolyte, since it 
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has not been reported so far. Indeed, reactions occurring on the interface between Li 
metal and electrolyte are the most serious problems on the anode. The anode failure in Li-
ion battery has been shown by Aurbach et al.130 and Zhuang et al.131 due to the 
decomposition of the carbonate-based electrolyte, producing lithium methoxide 
(CH3OLi), methyllithium (CH3Li), and polymeric layers. Assary et al.132-133 presented the 
decomposition of ether-based electrolytes in Li-O2 battery, indicating that crossover of O2 
from the cathode to the anode results in different decomposition reactions at the Li-anode 
than in a Li-ion battery. To reduce the failure, there have been several suggestions for 
developing the anode. For example, alloying Li with other elements (e.g., Mg) may raise 
the surface energy and reduce morphology changes, and an efficient protective layer on 
the anode could avoid the active species from the decomposition of electrolyte. Truong et 
al.134 fabricated single-crystal silicon membranes to eliminate the O2 crossover, but the 
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The Li-O2 battery has attracted attention due to its high theoretical energy density, 
which is comparable to gasoline. Hundreds of articles have been published since the first 
report of the Li-O2 battery. There is no doubt that significant improvements on cell 
performance are urgently needed to push the Li-O2 battery towards practical application, 
with the top of the list being the development of stable electrolytes to suppress the side 
reactions and the improvement of cathode performance by tuning its catalytic 
composition and microstructure. In this work, the following topics are investigated in 
detail, i.e., the mechanism of discharge product aggregation, and the approaches and 
effects of the electrocatalysts loaded on cathode. These topics aim at the current major 







The nonaqueous rechargeable lithium-oxygen battery, which has the potential to 
utilize oxygen from air,1 is a promising energy storage system owing to its ultrahigh 
energy density (> 3500 Wh/kg by the overall reaction 22222 OLiOeLi ↔++ −+ ).2,3 
Ideally, Li2O2 is produced by reducing O2 molecules at the porous catalytic cathode and 
subsequently combining Li+ from the electrolyte during the cell discharge. The insoluble 
Li2O2 particles deposit on the porous cathode, which continues for as long as active 
surface sites for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and deposition sites for Li2O2 are 
available. Recharging the cell is expected to decompose Li2O2 through the oxygen 
evolution reaction (OER) to release O2 and Li+ and, therefore, recover the active sites and 
pores on the cathode.  
Despite significant progress that has been achieved recently, the Li-O2 battery is 
still in its infancy. There is no doubt that significant improvements in cell performance 
are urgently needed to realize the high theoretical energy densities and practical 
application of this technology, with the top of the list being the development of stable 
electrolytes to suppress the side reactions4-9 and the improvement of cathode performance 
by tuning its catalytic composition and microstructure.10-21 It has been shown that the 
poor performance of the current Li-O2 cell, including low power output (i.e., low current 
density), poor cyclability, and low energy efficiency (i.e., large overpotential), are caused 
by the materials and system design. Beyond that, studies on the mechanism and 
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underlying electrochemical reactions parameters, which have not been investigated in 
detail yet, could enable better understanding and design of the Li-O2 cell. 
Recently, Mitchell et al.22 reported a Li-O2 cell using binder-free hollow carbon 
fibers as the cathode material, showing an exceptionally high discharge capacity of 7200 
mAh/g due to low carbon packing and highly efficient utilization of the available carbon 
mass and void volume for Li2O2 formation. With such a unique structure of the carbon 
fiber, the toroid-shape Li2O2 was the first ever reported as the discharge products, which 
represents a critical step toward understanding the key processes that limit rate capability 
and low round-trip efficiencies of the Li-O2 batteries. The direct evidence using high-
resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) along with electron diffraction 
pattern on a single toroid, as reported by Lu et al.,13 confirms the presence of Li2O2 in the 
toroids. Findings on the toroidal morphology of Li2O2 are interesting since it leads to 
very nonuniform surface coverage, which is beneficial to increasing the discharge 
capacity of the cell due to easier oxygen diffusion at the late stage of the discharge. 
Therefore, understanding and controlling the nucleation and morphological evolution of 
Li2O2 particles upon discharge is the key factor to engineering air electrode structures 
that can provide high energy and power density of the reversible Li-O2 cell with long 
cycle life.  
The morphology transition of Li2O2 from single-crystalline disc to complex 
toroid-like particles during the cell discharge has been studied in a nanostructured carbon 
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electrode with high surface area. Such morphological transition in Li2O2 growth is found 
to be rate dependent based on a vibrational theory of electrochemical kinetics. Under this 
model, the transition starts in the first monolayer of Li2O2, which followed by a 
transformation of particle growth to film growth if the applied current exceeds the 
exchange current for the oxygen reduction reaction in a Li-O2 cell. The mechanism or 
underlying reasons for the evolution of Li2O2 morphology are, however, still not well 
understood. In particular, the effect of the surface structure of the air cathode on the 
morphology of the grown Li2O2, if any, is still not clear, nor is the effect of Li2O2 
formation on the mass and charge transport in the air cathode. In order to clarify this, a 
systemic study is presented in Chapter 5 to show the evolution of Li2O2 morphology at 
different stages of the discharge-charge cycle in a Li-O2 cell. It is the first time to 
demonstrate that a sustainable mass transport of diffusive active species (e.g., O2 and Li+) 
and the underlying evolving interfaces are critical to dictate a desirable oxygen reduction 
and evolution reactions in a porous carbon electrode of Li-O2 cell. 
 
3.2 Electrocatalysts and Cathode Architecture 
The Li-O2 battery is currently the subject of intense scientific investigation due to 
the extremely high theoretical energy density of 12 kWh/kg, which far exceeds that of 
any other existing energy storage technology.1-3, 23-41 The tremendous theoretical energy 
density results from using lithium metal as the anode, and from utilizing ambient oxygen 
40 
as the cathode oxidant, eliminating the need for an on-board oxygen source and the 
associated weight penalty. In the Li-O2 battery, the oxygen electrode should be porous to 
store the solid products generated from the reaction of Li ions with O2 during the 
discharge, and it must integrate a catalyst to promote this reaction. It has been found that 
a variety of factors dictate the extent of electrochemical (discharge and charge) reactions 
in Li-O2 cells including the nature of the catalyst, the catalyst distribution on the porous 
cathode, the pore volume of the cathode, as well as the type of the applied organic 
electrolytes.8, 25, 35-36, 42-43 The design of the oxygen electrode is therefore critical to 
realizing the full potential of the Li-O2 cell.25  
Both the surface area and porosity of the cathode are critical for the performance 
of Li-O2 batteries.  Larger surface areas provide more catalyst particles and catalytically 
active sites to accelerate the electrochemical reactions. However, larger surface areas do 
not always yield larger specific capacities, as has been shown in a previous study by 
Kuboki et al.44 Qin et al. also demonstrated the effects of the cathode porosity on the 
electrochemical performance, especially the cyclability of the cell, by controlled 
experiments on MnO2 catalyst for Li-O2 batteries.45 These results illustrate the 
importance of porosity and, in particular, the pore size. Larger pores facilitate faster 
oxygen diffusion and provide the volume necessary to accommodate the reduction 
products deposited during discharge.  
For practical application, the Li-O2 battery must be rechargeable and this  
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necessitates using a sufficiently high potential or a catalyst to promote the 
electrochemical reaction.1, 24 However, high overpotentials on charge and discharge, even 
at very low current densities of 0.01-0.05 mA/cm2, result in very low round-trip 
efficiencies (<60%) and low power capability. It is strongly believed to be dependent on 
the nature of catalysts applied and their loading process onto the high-surface-area 
cathode. Metals, metal complexes, and metal oxides have all been examined as the 
cathode catalysts in the Li-O2 cells, and these catalysts show large differences in 
discharge capacity and charge plateau.1, 3, 33-36, 38, 46-50 However, it should be pointed out 
that in most cases these catalysts are presynthesized and then dispersed onto the carbon 
support by mechanical milling.8, 35, 42, 51 This process can destroy the porous structure of 
carbon, and is unable to distribute the catalysts on the carbon support uniformly, both of 
which might severely affect the charge/discharge properties of the oxygen cathode. 
Consequently, a method is needed for dispersing catalysts with well-controlled particle 
size uniformly onto the carbon support. 
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4.1 Electrochemical Tests  
4.1.1 Cell Assembly 
Electrochemical tests were carried out in Swagelok-type cells. As shown in Figure 
4.1, the cell consists of a Li-metal anode (7/16 inches in diameter), a glass-fiber separator 
(1/2 inches in diameter, Fisher Scientific) filled with aprotic electrolyte, a porous carbon 
cathode (7/16 inches in diameter), and an aluminum mesh (7/16 inches in diameter) as 
the current collection. These components are sealed except for the Al mesh window, 
which exposes the porous cathode to O2. The whole Swagelok cell is assembled in a 
glove box filled with Ar, and sealed in a glass chamber which is filled with ultrahigh 
purity oxygen with the pressure 1 bar.  
The electrolyte is a solution of lithium salt and ether-based solvent, having one 
equivalent weight of salt per liter of solution (i.e., concentration 1 M). In this dissertation, 
LiCF3SO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) is used as the lithium salt, and the aprotic solvent is 
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME; Sigma-Aldrich). 
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For cathode electrodes of the cells tested for this dissertation, active materials 
(porous carbon or carbon + catalyst, 80 wt. %) and the binder (polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF), 20 wt. %), were mixed in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP, Aldrich) solution. 
The slurry was coated on a gas-diffusion layer (TGP-H-030 Torray carbon paper). Then 
the coated electrodes were dried at 100 °C for 12 hr in a vacuum oven to remove any 
residual NMP solvent. The mass loading of the active materials is in the range of 0.1-1.0 
mg per piece of electrode. 
 
4.1.2 MACCOR System 
Electrochemical measurements were conducted with a MACCOR cycler under a 
constant current density 100 mA/g in the voltage range of 2.2-4.5 V. The observed 
capacity is normalized by the weight of carbon and catalyst to allow comparison of 
capacity values. Cell discharge and charge can be carried out in both capacity-controlled 
and voltage-controlled mode, with equal charge and discharge capacities.  
 
4.2 Catalyst Preparation 
 Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is applied to deposit the electrocatalysts onto the 
porous carbon substrate, with enormous help from Dr. Yu Lei and Ms. Mar Piernavieja-
Hermida. This is a technique for preparing thin films on planar substrates. It has the 
capability to deposit highly uniform and conformal coatings on surfaces with complex 
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topographies and to infiltrate mesoporous materials. In the experiment, ALD was 
performed in a continuous-flow stainless steel reactor described in detail elsewhere,1 with 
the porous carbon substrates and a precursor. About 100 mg carbon powder was carefully 
spread onto a stainless steel tray, and a stainless steel mesh cover was clamped over the 
tray to contain the powder while still providing access to the ALD precursor vapors. The 
carbon powder was held in the reactor at 200 ℃ under continuous flow of 300 sccm 
ultra-high-purity nitrogen carrier gas at 1 Torr pressure for 30 min to outgas and achieved 
thermal equilibrium. The Pd ALD was performed using alternating exposures to 
palladium hexafluoroacetylacetonate(Pd(hfac)2, Aldrich, 99.9%) and formalin (Sigma-
Aldrich, HCHO 37 wt. % in H2O) at 200 °C. Timing sequence of a complete ALD cycle 
can be expressed as t1-t2-t3-t4, corresponding to the precursor exposure time, N2 purge 
time, co-reactant exposure time and N2 purge time, respectively. The timing sequence 
utilized for the Pd ALD was 100-300-100-300. Catalyst samples were prepared using 1, 3, 
and 10 ALD cycles on the carbon powder. The weight loading for each Pd ALD cycle is 
approximately 1 wt. %. 
 
4.3 Characterization 
4.3.1 Electron Microscope  
A field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-4700), field-
emission transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Titan 80-300ST), and scanning 
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transmission electron microscope (STEM, JEOL JEM-2100F FEG FasTEM) were carried 
out in the electron microscopy center (EMC) at Argonne National Laboratory. They were 
employed to evaluate the morphology, particles size, and distribution of the 
electrocatalysts and discharge products. The ultrahigh resolution mode was selected for 
the SEM examination, with the accelerating voltage (Vacc) 5.0 kV and emission current 
(Ie) 10 to 15 µA. The samples were protected from exposure to air during transferring to 
the SEM chamber by a conductive tape applied in the glove box. The TEM samples were 
examined at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV for the TEM and 200 kV for the STEM. To 
prepare TEM specimens, a dilute suspension was prepared by ultrasonically dispersing 
the sample powder in ethanol for 5 min, and a drop of the suspension was placed onto a 
copper grid and dried.  
 
4.3.2 High Energy X-ray Diffraction (HE-XRD) 
High energy X-ray diffraction (HE-XRD) is used to determine the cathode 
materials and discharge products. The experiments were operated at the Sector 11 of the 
Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory, with the X-ray 
wavelength around 0.11 Å at beamline 11-ID-C and around 0.77 Å at beamline 11-ID-D. 
The samples were sealed up with a Kapton tape in the glove box. The 2-D patterns were 
collected in the transmission mode using a 2-D detector (a Perkin–Elmer large-area 
detector for beamline 11-ID-C and a Piratus 2M detector for beamline 11-ID-D), and 
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transformed to 1-D patterns (intensity vs. 2θ) or final data analysis by integration with the 
FIT2D software. 
 
4.3.3 X-ray Absorption Structure (XAS) 
K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was performed at the Materials 
Research Collaborative Access Team (MRCAT) at APS, Argonne National Laboratory. 
The amount of sample used was optimized for a step height of about 0.5 for the Pd/C 
samples and about 1 for the Pd/ZnO/C samples. The XAFS spectra were recorded in the 
transmission mode. Standard procedures based on WINXAS 3.1 software and Athena in 
the IFEFFIT (version 1.2.11) package were used to normalize and fit the X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy data. The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) 
coordination parameters were obtained by a least-square fit in q- and r-space of the 
isolated nearest neighbor, k2- weighted Fourier transform data. 
 
4.3.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
Pd/C samples were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a 
Kratos™ Axis Ultra DLD surface analysis instrument. The base pressure of the analysis 
chamber during these experiments was 3 × 10-10 Torr, with operating pressures around 1 
× 10-9 Torr. Spectra were collected with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.7 eV) and 
a 300 × 700 micron spot size. Prior to introduction into the load-lock vacuum chamber of 
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the XPS instrument, all air-sensitive samples were loaded into an inert transfer module 
interfaced with the instrument. Samples were prepared in an Ar-filled glove box, with no 
more than 1 ppm O2 and 1 ppm H2O. Nonconductive samples showed evidence of 
differential charging, resulting in peak shifts and broadening. Photoelectron peak 
positions were shifted back toward their true values, and their peak widths were 
minimized by flooding the samples with low-energy electrons and ions from the charge 
neutralizer system on the instrument. Peak position correction was further corrected by 
referencing the C 1s peak position of adventitious carbon for a sample (284.8 eV, PHI 
Handbook of Photoelectron Spectroscopy), and shifting all other peaks in the spectrum 
accordingly.   
Fitting was done by using the program CasaXPS. Peaks were fit as asymmetric 
Gaussian/Lorentzians, with 0-30 % Lorentzian character. The FWHM of all subpeaks 
was constrained to 0.7-2.0 eV, as dictated by instrumental parameters, lifetime 
broadening factors, and broadening due to sample charging. With this native resolution 
set, peaks were added, and the best fit, using a least-squares fitting routine, was obtained 
while adhering to the constraints mentioned above. 
 
4.3.5 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 
Impedance was measured with an EG&G 273A potentiostat and a Solartron 
SI1260 Frequency Response Analyzer. The measurement was taken every 2 hr during 
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Figure 4.1: Real configuration of the Swagelok-type cell sealed in a glass chamber used 





MASS AND CHARGE TRANSPORT RELEVANT TO  
THE FORMATION OF TOROIDAL LITHIUM  
PEROXIDE NANOPARTICLES  
 
5.1 Experimental Results 
  To monitor the evolution of Li2O2 (i.e., discharge product) morphology, the 
cells were discharged to different specific capacities and subsequently subjected to 
SEM observation. The left column in Figure 5.1 shows the SEM images of discharged 
cathodes at 400, 600, 1200, and 1800 mAh/g, respectively. Typically, a short 
discharge process (i.e., 400 mAh/g, as shown in Fig. 5.1a) only yields small spherical 
nanoparticles decorated on porous carbon surface. Scattered toroid-like particles start 
to appear on the cathode at the discharge capacity of 600 mAh/g (Fig. 5.1c). The size 
and quantity of these toroid-like particles significantly increase with prolonging the 
discharge depth to 1200 mAh/g, as shown in Figure 5.1e. When the cell is fully 
discharged to 2.2 V (>1800 mAh/g), the carbon cathode is completely covered by the 
toroids with significantly increased particle size (Fig. 5.1g). High-energy XRD 
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patterns of the cathodes harvested at different discharge depth are shown in Figure 
5.2b. The intensity of the peaks increased along with the capacity (pattern 1-5), 
indicating a growth of the discharge product Li2O2. 
The different discharge capacities lead to the multifarious morphology of 
discharge product. They also affect the following charge process. After short 
discharge processes, the Li2O2 toroid were decomposed in the following charge 
processes, and disappeared when capacity matched (Fig. 5.1b and d). For the charge 
after deeper discharge 1200 mAh/g, the reduction of Li2O2 along with capacity is 
shown in the XRD spectra (Fig. 5.2b). However, the decomposition is not complete, 
and the left grains (Fig. 5.1f) influence the following cycles. Cathodes discharged 
after several cycles are also observed by SEM, shown in Figure 5.3. The discharge 
products on the carbon cathode appear to be toroid particles after the first, second, 
and tenth discharge (Fig. 5.3b-d) cycle with 800 mAh/g capacity control. The particle 
size and quantity increase along with the cycle number. Because the OER cannot fully 
decompose the Li2O2 toroid produced in the long discharge process, there is an 
inference that in the following discharge process, new products crystallize on the 
grains left from the previous charge process, which work as the “core” of the new 
toroid. The size of the core increases due to each incomplete charge; thereupon the 
toroid size increases until they clog the carbon pore and bring sudden death to the 
cell.1 
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When the fully discharged cathode is charged with capacity-match, the toroid 
is merely smaller in volume. The coverage is still complete and would limit the O2 
diffusion, which is a key factor for the discharge actions.2 The charge capacity is 
more likely caused by the decomposition of the electrolyte. Figure 5.4 illustrates the 
charge-discharge curves responses for the 400 mAh/g, 600 mAh/g, 800 mAh/g, 1200 
mAh/g, and deep discharge-charge cycles, with the voltage limited in the range of 
2.2-4.5 V. The charge potentials are generally found to be larger than 4 V, due to the 
lack of electrocatalysts in this investigation into the mechanism of discharge product. 
Charge overpotential, which even exists at very low current density, is one of the 
major challenges for the Li-O2 battery. Based on the results in Figure 5.4, it can be 
divided into two parts: charge overpotential I and II. Part I generally exists in every 
battery, caused by the material of electrode, current density, temperature, etc. Part II 
gradually increases along with the corresponding discharge capacity and the change 
of the Li2O2 morphology. As the quantity and size of toroid increase, extra energy is 
needed to decompose the structure during charge, and results in larger charge 
overpotential. 
Because of the poor electrical conductivity of Li2O2, the impact of Li2O2 
accumulation with cycling on the charge and mass transport in the porous air 
electrode were valued by the in situ electrochemical impedance spectra as shown in 
Figure 5.5. The impedance spectra were measured after every 2 hr (i.e., 200 mAh/g) 
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in the first and the fifth 1200 mAh/g capacity-controlled cycle (Fig. 5.5a) and at the 
end of each charge or discharge pleasure for the 3 cycles in between (Fig. 5.5b). As 
shown in Figure 5.5a and b, all the EIS plots consist of two semicircles at high to 
medium frequency range and one slope at the low frequency range. In the first cycle, 
the first semicircle (the one at the high frequency range) is not so obvious due to its 
small diameter, but it keeps on enlarging upon cycling in the next four cycles, which 
is consistent with the growth of solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the Li 
metal electrode. Therefore, the first semicircle is assigned to the resistance (RSEI) –
capacitor (CSEI) circuit of the SEI layer, and the second semicircle (the one at the 
medium frequency range) to the charge transfer resistance (Rct) – double layer 
capacitor (Cdl) circuit of the carbon electrode. The slope at the low frequency range is 
typically a Warburg diffusion impedance (Wo) element, which can be assigned to the 
O2 diffusion in the cathode. According to the above analysis, the equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure 5.5c was used to fit the plots. Besides the elements defined above, 
the Re represents the resistance of the electrolyte.  
Figure 5.5d shows the resistance values from the fitting results for the 
impedance spectra in Figure 5.5a and b. The constant increasing of Re can be 
attributed to the decomposition of electrolyte, which is one of the big challenges of 
the Li-O2 battery, while the RW and Rct of the air electrode rise and fall regularly upon 
discharge and charge. During the discharge, the insoluble product (Li2O2) forms and 
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clogs part of the pores in cathode, preventing the O2 from diffusing freely and 
therefore increasing the diffusion resistance RW. Meanwhile, the Li2O2 particles also 
cover the active sites on the surface of the electrode, leading to the increase in the Rct. 
During the charge, the Li2O2 decomposes into Li+ ions and O2, releasing the O2 
diffusion paths and the active sites on carbon, and hence the RW and Rct decrease. On 
the other hand, the overall trends of the RW and Rct over the five cycles are opposite 
to each other. The RW rises from one cycle to the next, which agrees with the decrease 
in the porosity of the cathode after cycling as shown in the SEM images in Figure 5.3. 
This is because that the Li2O2 generated in the discharge cannot be completely 
decomposed in the charge, resulting in the increasing amount of Li2O2 on cathode 
blocking the diffusion of O2. Instead, the Rct falls rapidly from cycle to cycle after the 
first big bumping, indicating reactions other than the Li+-O2 redox reaction may occur 
when the surface of the carbon electrode is covered by the Li2O2 particles. In 
addition, as the EIS were measured with a two-electrode cell, the impedance of the 
cathode and anode may not be perfectly distinguished. A three-electrode system with 
appropriate design would help to provide more accurate information on the Li-O2 cell, 





5.2 AIMD Calculations 
The gradual resistance increase suggests a mass transportation during the 
discharge. To understand the possible mechanism and primary features of these 
impedance results, the analysis is turned into atomistic modelling based on AIMD 
calculations, with the great help from Dr. K-C Lau. In general, we found the basic 
experimental finding is supported by AIMD simulation. To represent the Li ions and 
O2 transport variation and the reduction of these reactive species during the discharge 
process, the time-evolution of these processes is simulated based on AIMD. The local 
structure of the porous carbon electrode is shown in Figure 5.6 with tunnel-like pore 
size ~ 8 Å and length ~ 14 Å within the sp2-bond carbon networks. Prior to the 
discharge process, the pore is empty and an O2 molecule and two Li+ (i.e., a Li2O2 
stoichiometric unit) are randomly placed within the pore. During the thermal 
equilibration at T = 300 K, both the Li+ and O2 molecule are found to be behave quite 
similarly and move randomly governed by thermally activated self-diffusion of these 
reactive species. Prior to the formation of Li2O2, the mean square displacement 
(MSD) of both O2 and Li+ trajectories are both found to be nearly linear time-
dependent proportional to diffusion constant of each species (i.e., <ri2(t)> ~ Dit). As 
shown in Figure 5.6a, this linear MSD behavior is reflected nearly isotropically at x-, 
y-, and z-direction. However as discharge process proceed and when Li2O2 formed (as 
more Li+ and O2 units placed within the pore), the motion of these reactive species 
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becomes less mobile once the chemical bonds formed among these constituent species 
(Fig. 5.7). Instead of randomly moved initially, the newly added O2 molecule are 
found to be significantly less mobile (i.e., MSD is ~ 6-7 times less than prior 
discharge process as shown in Fig. 5.7a) when [Li2O2]14 units are formed within the 
pore (Fig. 5.7b) with atomic density, ρ ~ 1.9 g/cm3. Thus we expect the further 
reduction process of reactive species will be thermodynamically unfavorable once the 
Li2O2 formed within the pore approaching atomic density of Li2O2 bulk, i.e., ρ ~ 2.3 
g/cm3. 
AIMD results of slow O2 diffusion during Li2O2 formation in the pore are 
consistent with the sharp increase at the end of the discharge process that was 
attributed to complete choking of the carbon that prevent further O2 reduction, 
analogous to the increase in Warburg resistance (W) that related to diffusion 
resistance of mass transport within the cathode (Fig. 5.5). Besides causing the 
clogging of the pores during the Li2O2 formation in the pore, the continuous 
accumulation of reduced reactive species of Li+ and O2 on the interfaces of 
micropores of carbon is also affecting the charge transfer process that dictates the 
ORR during the discharge process. According to DFT calculation, a continuous 
accumulation of reduced Li+/O2 within the pore that forms the Li2O2 units can hinder 
the charge transfer process at the carbon electrode interface. The [Li2O2]N aggregates 
will become insulating-like in electronic properties when approaching bulk Li2O2 as 
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discharge process proceeds. As shown by the electronic density of states (DOS) in 
Figure 5.7a, the initial interface of pore is metallic and dominated by the carbon 
atoms. Prior to ORR during discharge process, the DOS of the diffusive O2 molecule 
is discrete-like as expected, in contrast to relatively broadend DOS of reduced O2 
species (Fig. 5.7). As discharge process proceeds with continuous accumulation of 
Li2O2 on the carbon interfaces, the insulating-like Li2O2 DOS is dominating the DOS 
at the Fermi-level of the system as shown in Figure 5.7b.  Therefore it is expected 
that, as Li2O2 bulk ultimately formed within the pore, the electronic conduction 
channels within the system will be blocked if the insulating-like Li2O2-bulk feature 
dominated the system Fermi-level, analogous to the increase in charge transfer 
resistance (Rct) during discharge as observed in the experiment (Fig. 5.5). It is 
believed this can be attributed to the decreased in electronic and ionic conducting path 
in the carbon electrode when the Li2O2 insulating layers passivate the carbon 
interfaces.  
It is worth noting that there is a bump between 300 mAh/g and 700 mAh/g in 
the discharge plateau in Fig. 5.2), while the Li2O2 particles form toroid in SEM 
images. The bump reveals the change of energy, which indicates that the Li2O2 toroid 
may not form by a direct reaction between Li+ and O2, but self-assemble through a 




In summary, the insoluble discharge product, Li2O2 particles, accumulates on 
the O2-breathing cathode to form a toroidal shape, which clogs the pores and covers 
the active sites in the cathode. During the charge process, Li2O2 decomposes into Li+ 
ions and O2 by OER, and releases the O2 diffusion paths and the active sites. The 
different discharge capacities lead to the multifarious morphology of discharge 
product, and affect the following charge process in the aspects of overpotential, 
reaction rate, etc. The EIS, AIMD, and DFT calculation were applied to simulate the 
mass and charge transportation. The simulation results indicate that the active species 
become immobile once the Li2O2 chemical bonds formed. The continous 
accumulation of the discharge products not only clogs the pores in the O2-breathing 
cathode, but also hinders the charge transfer process. According to the results, it is 
possible to demonstrate the importance of a maintainable mass transport of active 
species to the desirable ORR and OER in the O2-breathing cathode of the Li-O2 
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Figure 5.1: SEM images for the graphitized carbon electrodes which are (a) 
discharged and (b) charged for 400 mAh/g each, (c) discharged and (d) charged for 
600 mAh/g each, (e) discharged and (f) charged for 1200 mAh/g each, (g) discharged 




Figure 5.2: Reaction products studied by diffraction patterns. (a) The voltage profile 
of a 1200 mAh/g capacity-controlled cycle. (b) HE-XRD patterns for graphitized 
carbon cathodes under different discharge or charge capacities. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: SEM images for (a) pristine graphitized carbon electrode; and the 
electrodes appearance after discharge process (b) 1st discharge cycle, (c) 2nd discharge 




Figure 5.4: The voltage profile as a function of discharge capacity with constant 
current density of 100 mA/g.  
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Figure 5.5: Nyquist impedance plots of the Li-O2 cell (a) after every 2 hr in the first 
discharge-charge cycle and (b) at the end of each discharge or charge plateaus for the 
first 5 cycles, (c) equivalent circuit for the impedance data fitting and (d) variation of 
the resistance values of the fitting results. In the Nyquist impedance plots, 




Figure 5.6: Theoretical study of the formation of Li2O2 nanoparticles. (a) The mean-
square displacement (MSD) in three directions (x-,y-and z-axis) of the trajectory of O2 
gas molecule during the different stages of discharge process from initial (i.e., no Li2O2 
formed) till [Li2O2]14 units formed in the pore. (b) The selected snapshot of atomic 
motion for a free O2 gas (i.e., no Li2O2 formed) and a chemically bonded O2 species 




Figure 5.7: The electronic density of states (DOS) of different atomic species formed at 
the interface of carbon pore before (a) and during (b) the discharge process within the 
vicinity of the Fermi-level (Ef). The atomic color-code: O (Li2O2) in red, Li (Li2O2) in 





CATHODE ARCHITECTURE I: SYNTHESIS OF POROUS 
CARBON SUPPORTED PALLADIUM NANOPARTICLE 
  
Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett., 2013, 13 (9), pp 4182–4189.  
Copyright © 2013 American Chemical Society 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a technique for preparing thin films on planar 
substrates that employs self-limiting chemical reactions between gaseous precursors and 
a solid surface allowing atomic scale control over the film thickness and composition.1-2 
One of the distinguishing attributes of ALD is the capability to deposit highly uniform 
and conformal coatings on surfaces with complex topographies and to infiltrate 
mesoporous materials.3-5 This feature is particularly attractive for the synthesis of 
heterogeneous catalysts requiring highly dispersed catalytic species on high surface area, 
mesoporous supports. Consequently, ALD is being explored as an alternative method for 
preparing advanced catalysts.6-10 
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The layer-by-layer growth process afforded by ALD typically yields smooth, 
uniform films, and this is ideal for most microelectronics applications. However, 
nonuniform deposits can occur when the ALD chemistry is inhibited on the starting 
substrate or when the ALD material aggregates from surface diffusion. Both of these 
mechanisms are in effect in the early stages of noble metal ALD on oxide surfaces, which 
result in the formation of discrete, three-dimensional nanoparticles decorating the surface. 
This behavior has been exploited to synthesize supported noble metal catalysts exhibiting 
remarkably high activity as a result of the highly dispersed, small noble metal particles.11-
14
 The good dispersion of the active particles on the support during ALD enables a 
decreasing of the metal loading while still achieving the same catalytic activity as the 
catalysts with higher metal loading prepared by other methods. This is especially 
important with noble metal materials where the excess use of the raw materials should be 
avoided. Uniformed palladium nanoparticles in the size range from subnanometer to a 
few nanometers, one of the most efficient catalysts for facilitating the oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) in the fuel cell, have been synthesized by ALD on high surface area 
supports.11-12, 15-16 However, performing ALD on a porous carbon surface in general has 
been a technical challenge because of the lack of active sites on carbon for surface 
reactions, and therefore has not been well studied.  
In this study, uniformly dispersed Pd nanoparticles are prepared by the ALD 
process onto a porous carbon support, exhibiting high electrochemical catalytic activity in 
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a Li-O2 cell. STEM and XAS are used to characterize the structure and composition of 
the ALD Pd/C electrocatalysts. The electrochemical activity of these catalysts is 
determined using Swagelok-type Li-O2 cells, and results are compared with those 
obtained with a bare porous carbon cathode.   
 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
The phase purity and crystal structure of the as-prepared ALD Pd/C samples were 
characterized by high-energy XRD, and the results for the 3-cycle and 10-cycle samples 
are presented in Figure 6.1a along with the XRD pattern for the original SPL carbon for 
comparison. With the exception of the SPL carbon peaks, all the peaks for the 10-cycle 
ALD Pd/C sample in Figure 6.1a can be readily indexed to a pure fcc structure with the 
lattice constant a = 3.89 Å, in good agreement with the reported value for Pd found in the 
inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD). The average grain size for the 10-cycle ALD 
Pd/C sample is estimated by the Scherrer equation to be ~7 nm, which is further 
confirmed by the TEM analysis described below. It was difficult to identify Pd in the 1-
cycle and 3-cycle ALD Pd/C samples using XRD due to the relatively low Pd loading. 
However, Pd in 1-cycle and 3-cycle ALD Pd/C samples can be readily detected using 
TEM and EXAFS, as demonstrated below.   
Representative STEM images of the 1-cycle, 3-cycle and 10-cycle ALD Pd/C 
samples are illustrated in Figure 6.2a–c, respectively. Well-dispersed and uniform Pd 
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nanoparticles were prepared over the SPL carbon after 1 cycle and 3 cycles of Pd ALD. 
However, the 10-cycle sample shows agglomerated Pd nanoparticles (Fig. 6.2c). The 
average size of Pd nanoparticles was determined from multiple images recorded for each 
sample to be 2.6, 5.5, and 8 nm following 1, 3, and 10 ALD cycles of Pd, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 6.2e. In comparison to published literature, the average sizes of Pd 
nanoparticles on the porous carbon are larger than those on metal oxide surfaces prepared 
using similar conditions. For instance, on alumina (Al2O3), 1 ALD cycle of Pd at 200 °C 
yields Pd nanoparticles with a diameter of ~1 nm.11, 17 Only after 25 ALD cycles of Pd 
does the nanoparticle size increase to 2.9 ± 0.9 nm.17  Moreover, the metal oxide surfaces 
yield a higher density of Pd nanoparticles compared to the SPL carbon. These results 
suggest that there are fewer nucleation sites for the Pd ALD on the SPL carbon as 
compared to metal oxides, and that Pd diffuses more rapidly on the carbon yielding a 
smaller number of larger particles. Nevertheless, the Pd coverage on carbon surface is 
very uniform, as supported by the SEM EDX mapping images (Fig. 6.3a-c). Figure 6.2d 
shows a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image for a ~5.5 nm 
Pd/C sample, where lattice fringes for the metal nanoparticles are clearly visible. The 
nanoparticles show lattice fringes of ~0.23 nm, which is consistent with the d-spacing for 
the Pd [111] plane.18 These TEM images provide direct evidence that the metal 
nanoparticles are well crystalline and faceted. In addition, SEM images (Fig. 6.3d-e) on 
the samples before and after Pd ALD reveal that the porous structure of the carbon is well 
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preserved during the Pd ALD, which is critical to achieve high performance in Li-O2 
cells.  
The chemical composition of the Pd nanoparticles was determined using linear 
combination fitting of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra recorded in 
air at room temperature. To facilitate these measurements, XANES reference spectra 
were recorded for a Pd foil and a PdO standard, as shown in Figure 6.1b. The XANES 
spectra of 1c, 3c, and 10c Pd/C were compared in Figure 6.1b. With increasing ALD 
cycles, Pd step edges show a slight shift to lower energy and decreasing whiteline 
intensity. In comparison to the XANES reference of Pd foil and PdO, this indicates an 
increase in the percentage of the metallic component for the Pd nanoparticles. The 
quantitative results obtained from linear combination fittings are illustrated in Figure 
6.1c. The 1-cycle Pd/C with the smallest Pd particle size of ~ 2.5 nm consists of ~26% 
(atomic percent) PdO, and this is the highest PdO content of the three samples. With 
increasing particle size, the PdO content decreases linearly to a value of ~9% for the 8 nm 
particles. The fraction of surface atoms in these Pd nano-particles, given by 0.9/size (nm), 
is 0.36, 0.16, and 0.11 for 2.5, 5.5, and 8 nm Pd and very similar to the fraction of PdO 
determined from the XANES, suggesting that primarily the surface of the Pd particles are 
oxidized.   
Figure 6.1d shows the Fourier transforms of the extended X-ray absorption fine 
structure (EXAFS). The peaks at about 2 and 2.5 Å are fingerprint peaks in the first shell 
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for metallic Pd. The Fourier transform measurements for the ALD Pd samples all show 
similar features in the first shell, but the peak intensities increase with increasing ALD 
cycles, i.e., particle size, determined by STEM. In comparison to the Pd foil spectrum, 
the as-prepared 1-cycle ALD Pd/C measured in air is clearly partially oxidized, showing 
an additional peak at around 1.4 Å that is typically associated with the Pd-O bond. The 
EXAFS data were fit, and the results of this quantitative analysis are listed in Table 6.1. 
The nearest Pd-Pd bond distances are in good agreement with XRD data (2.76 Ǻ). As 
expected, the Pd-Pd coordination number increases with increasing particle size. The 
coordination number of nearest Pd-O neighbors in the Pd oxide reference is 4. Thus, the 
percentage of PdO in the ALD Pd/C samples can also be calculated as CNPd-O/4. The 
fractions of PdO calculated from the EXAFS measurements are 32.5, 17.5, and 10% for 
the 1c, 3c, and 10c ALD Pd/C samples, respectively, which are within the error of the 
results obtained from the XANES linear combination fittings. Similar to the XANES 
analysis, the fraction of the oxidized Pd determined from the EXAFS fits is very similar 
to the fraction of surface Pd in these metallic nanoparticles.  
On the basis of all the above results, there are two conclusions as follows: (1) the 
as-prepared Pd/C is surface oxidized and has a crystalline fcc structure, and the average 
particle size is controlled by the number of ALD Pd cycles to be in the range 2-8 nm; (2) 
the as-prepared Pd nanoparticles are uniformly distributed on the porous carbon surface. 
These as-prepared Pd/C composites with porous structures and high specific surface area 
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are of particular interest, since they can provide more active sites to absorb O2 molecules. 
This should enhance the catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and 
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), as demonstrated below for the Li-O2 cell. 
A Swagelok-type cell consisting of a Li-foil anode and an as-prepared 3c-ALD 
Pd/C cathode was tested under O2 atmosphere with a MACCOR cycler. TEGDME-
LiCF3SO3 was selected as an electrolyte, since it was recently demonstrated to be 
relatively stable towards the discharge product, Li2O2, during the discharge reaction.19 
For comparison, the cell containing the cathode with the same loading of SPL carbon 
only was also tested under similar conditions. Figure 6.4a shows voltage profiles of the 
first discharge to 2.0 V (deep discharge) under a discharge rate of 100 mA/g. The initial 
discharge reaction of the cell containing the 3c-ALD Pd/C cathode takes place at 
approximately 2.70 V, with a total specific capacity of about 6600 mAh/g. The cell with 
only bare SPL carbon as the cathode, however, only delivered about 1500 mAh/g with a 
discharge voltage of 2.5 V, which is a few hundred millivolts lower than that of the 3c-
ALD Pd/C cathode. This finding provides strong evidence that the oxygen reduction 
reaction during discharge in the Li-O2 cell is greatly facilitated when 3c-ALD Pd on 
carbon is used as the electrocatalyst, which not only contributes to a higher capacity by 
providing more active sites for the ORR reaction, but also leads to a higher discharge 
potential. The discharge products on the 3c-ALD Pd/C cathode were subjected to XRD 
measurement, and results are shown in Figure 6.4b. The diffraction patterns of the 
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discharged cathode clearly show that Li2O2 is the main discharge product on the 3c-ALD 
Pd/C cathode, while the discharge product on the bare carbon cathode appeared to be 
only LiOH with no evidence of crystalline Li2O2.20 Note that a small amount of the LiOH 
was also detected on the 3c-ALD Pd/C samples, which is likely due to the reaction 
between Li2O2 and H2O either from the residual moisture left on the electrode or from the 
air during the XRD measurements. The SEM image of the 3c-ALD Pd/C cathode 
harvested after first discharge clearly showed a large amount of “donut”-like particles, 
presumably Li2O2,21 filled the pores of the carbon cathode (Fig. 6.5a), while only 
amorphous-like products are observed for the bare carbon cathode after first discharge 
(Fig. 6.5b). This result probably indicates that the nucleation of Li2O2 strongly depends 
on the catalytic surface. 
In an attempt to fully recover the discharge product, I employed an equal-capacity 
charging mode in which the cutoff charging condition was specified so that the charging 
capacity matched the previous discharging capacity, while the charge potential was 
limited to 4.5 V. Under this mode, the charge of the cell was terminated when either of 
these conditions was achieved. Figure 6.6a shows the cycle performance of the Li-O2 cell 
containing the 3c-ALD Pd/C cathode, from which it can be seen that severe polarization 
occurred during the first charge. Around 6500 mAh/g was recovered at the 4.3 V plateau 
during the charge, which accounts for more than 98% (Columbic efficiency) of the 
discharge capacity. On the second discharge to 2.0 V, the capacity dropped dramatically 
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to 3000 mAh/g. This result indicates that part of this capacity recovered during the first 
cycle may come from the electrolyte decomposition at relative high charge potential 
(>4.3 V).22 In other words, Li2O2 formed during the first discharge does not completely 
decompose upon charging, which leads to the blocking of the active site or pores. The 
SEM image of cathode after being charged on the first cycle (Fig. 6.5c) indeed showed 
some toroid-like Li2O2 left on the surface, supporting the above clarification. The deep 
discharge conditions can also lead to poor cycle performance once an accumulation of the 
insulating discharge products, particularly lithium peroxide, impedes the transportation of 
lithium ions, oxygen, and electrons in the electrode. Another possible cause of capacity 
failure is the poisoning of the Pd catalyst by contaminants or passivation. A buildup of 
contaminants such as Li2CO3 could be the result of gradual decomposition of the 
TEGDME electrolyte such as by reaction with the Li2O2 surface, as found 
experimentally.23 All of these aspects would likely lead to the poor cycle performance of 
the Li-O2 cell, as presented above.  
Figure 6.6c illustrates the voltage profile of the first cycle for the 10c-ALD Pd 
sample as the cathode material in a Li-O2 cell. A similar discharge potential (~2.7 V) was 
achieved which shows the catalytic effect of the 10c-ALD Pd sample towards the oxygen 
reduction reaction during discharge in the Li-O2 cell, although the cell delivers much less 
capacity (~1700 mAh/g) compared to the 3c-ALD Pd sample. The decrease of the 
capacity of the 10c-ALD sample compared to the 3c-ALD sample is probably due to the 
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loss of the active site on the cathode surface. The discharge products on the 10c-ALD Pd 
cathode mainly consist of Li2O2, as shown in Figure 6.4b. Surprisingly, the charge 
potential is significantly lowered to about ~3.4 V, compared to that of 3c-ALD Pd (Fig. 
6.6b), 1c-ALD Pd (Fig. 6.6d), and bare carbon (Fig. 6.6e) samples, and this charge 
potential can be maintained for several cycles (>5). At this stage, the mechanism that 
leads to the low charge overpotential for the 10c-ALD Pd sample has not been 
completely understood, which needs to be further explored. It is likely that more 
coverage of the carbon surface (i.e., the defect sites) in the 10c-ALD Pd sample would 
not only lead to better electron transfer for the nucleation and growth of Li2O2, but also 
would minimize the possible electrolyte decomposition on the carbon defect sites. Such 
electrolyte decomposition will result in the deposition of contaminants such as carbonates 
on the lithium peroxide or on the carbon surface and would likely increase the charge 
potential. Nevertheless, this is an encouraging result showing that a low charge potential 
can be achieved when a suitable electrocatalyst is applied to the carbon. It should also be 
noted that there appear to be two discharge plateaus during the discharge of all ALD-Pd 
coated carbon samples, which is likely attributed to the impedance change due to the 
insulation nature of the discharge product, Li2O2.     
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were used to investigate the catalyst surface 
and identify the discharge and charge products during the electrochemical reactions, 
which were obtained from the 10c-ALD Pd/C cathode in the first discharged and first 
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charged state, respectively. The Li 1s and Pd 3d XPS spectra were recorded and fitted, as 
shown in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.7a (bottom spectrum) shows the Li 1s XPS spectrum for 
the first discharge sample, from which it can be concluded that lithium peroxide formed 
as the dominant discharge product of the electrochemical reactions20 along with a small 
amount of LiOH, which is consistent with the XRD results. The XPS data confirm that 
the desired discharge product (lithium peroxide) can be produced when a suitable 
catalyst, in this case the 10c-ALD Pd/C composite, is introduced on the cathode. On the 
basis of the above XRD and XPS results, it is clearly demonstrated that the catalyst plays 
a key role in facilitating the oxygen reduction reaction and forming the desired discharge 
product, Li2O2. Upon charging, the lithium signals from lithium peroxide completely 
disappeared (Fig. 6.7a, first charge), suggesting that these discharged products 
decompose during the charging process. This finding provides solid evidence that lithium 
peroxide can be formed and decomposed reversibly during the cycle test of the 
TEGDME-based Li-O2 cells.  
Figure 6.7b presents the Pd 3d core level XPS spectra of the prepared 10c-ALD 
Pd/C cathode for different electrochemical treatments (charge/discharge), as marked in 
the figure. Analysis of the Pd 3d spectrum for the first discharge electrode shows no Pd 
signal, indicating that Li2O2 was sufficiently thick to completely attenuate photoelectrons 
from the Pd nanoparticles. In other words, the oxygen reduction reaction does take place 
on the surface of the catalyst during discharge of the cell. The Pd signal reappeared in the 
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charged samples (first charge in Fig. 6.7b), since the discharge products were 
decomposed and removed from the electrode surface. It should also be noted that the Pd 
nanoparticle surface oxidized to PdO2 during the cycle testing in the Li-O2 cell. 
Finally, it should be noted that although TEGDME, which is used in the present 
study as the electrolyte, is suspected to be unstable on deep discharge in Li-O2 cells at 
potential <2.4 V, it is still of great interest to explore the reactions that may occur in the 
presence of different catalysts that may promote the two-electron reduction of oxygen to 
lithium peroxide. Irrespective of the electrolyte problems mentioned above, and in 
parallel with new efforts with more promising electrolytes,19, 24 the goal in this study has 
been to explore a novel approach and design new electrode/electrocatalytic materials for 
the oxygen cathode, which might help overcome at least some of the limitations of 
current Li-O2 cells. 
 
6.3 Conclusions 
In summary, ALD was used to synthesize Pd nanoparticles on a porous carbon 
support and the resulting materials were employed as electrocatalysts for rechargeable Li-
O2 cells. Both XRD and XAFS analyses confirmed the presence of crystalline, metallic 
Pd. The conformal attribute of ALD ensured that the Pd nanoparticles were uniformly 
dispersed over the high surface area carbon support, and that the porous structure and 
surface area were well preserved. As a consequence, the as-prepared catalysts 
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demonstrated a superior electrochemical behavior, and delivered a capacity of up to 6600 
mAh/g (carbon + electrocatalyst) using a current density of 100 mA/g. This reaction was 
reasonably reversible during the early cycles. These results suggest that ALD is a 
promising technique for tailoring the surface composition and structure of porous 
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Table 6.1. Structural Parameters of Different Pd Samples Measured Under Ambient 
Conditions 
Sample TEM Size (nm) Scatter CN R (Å) 




1c Pd/C 2.6 
Pd-Pd 5.3 2.74 3 0.8 
Pd-O 1.3 2.05 1 3.1 
3c Pd/C 5.5 
Pd-Pd 8.2 2.75 2 0.6 
Pd-O 0.7 2.05 1 2.0 
10c Pd/C 8 
Pd-Pd 9.2 2.74 1 1.4 





Figure 6.1: Characterization of the as-prepared Pd/C samples. (a) High-resolution XRD 
patterns of original SPL carbon and SPL carbon after being loaded with Pd catalyst using 
3 and 10 cycles of Pd ALD; (b) XANES spectra for 1c Pd (black solid line), 3c Pd (red 
solid line), 10c Pd (blue solid line) and XANES reference spectra for metallic Pd foil 
reference (olive dash line) and Pd oxide reference (magenta dash line). (c) Pd oxide 
fraction of Pd/C samples, obtained using XANES linear combination. (d) Fourier 
transform of X-ray absorption spectra (k2: ∆k = 2.8-11 Å-1). Fitting these data provides 
the data in Table 6.1. 
  






























Figure 6.2: STEM images of (a) 1c Pd/C, (b) 3c Pd/C, (c) 10c Pd/C. (d) HRTEM of a Pd 
nanoparticle ~5.5 nm in diameter prepared by ALD supported over carbon. (e) Pd particle 









Figure 6.3: SEM images and EDX mappings. (a) SEM image of 10c Pd-ALD coated 
carbon; (b) EDX elemental mappings of C; and (c) EDX elemental mapping of Pd; SEM 




Figure 6.4: Discharge products studied by diffraction patterns. (a) Voltage profile of the 
first discharge for  cathode containing bare carbon and 3c-ALD Pd/C in 1M 
LiCF3SO3/TEGDME at 100 mA/g; (b) XRD patterns of cathode containing 3c-ALD Pd/C 
(bottom) and10c-ALD Pd/C (top) as active materials after first discharge to 2.0 V and 2.2 
V, respectively. 
  




Figure 6.5: SEM image of (a) the 3c-ALD Pd/C cathode harvested after 1st discharge, 
(b) the bare carbon cathode harvested after 1st discharge, and (c) the 3c-ALD Pd/C 






Figure 6.6: Voltage profiles of the first cycle for cathode containing (a) 3c-ALD Pd, (c) 
10c-ALD Pd, (d) 1c-ALD Pd, and (e) bare carbon in carbon matrix cycling in 1M 
LiCF3SO3/TEGDME at 100 mA/g; (b) Cell capacity as a function of cycle number for air 
electrodes containing 3c-ALD Pd in carbon matrix cycling in 1M LiCF3SO3/TEGDME at 
100 mA/g. 
  

























































































































Figure 6.7: XPS spectra of (a) Li 1s and (b) Pd 3d core peaks of the cathode containing 
as-prepared 10c-ALD Pd/C at different charge/discharge status. 
  
















































CATHODE ARCHITECTURE II: PALLADIUM 
NANOPARTICLES ON ZINC-OXIDE- 
PASSIVATED POROUS CARBON  
 
Reprinted with permission from Nanotechnology, 2015, 26, 164003.  
Copyright © 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
In this study, I describe an approach based on a cathode architecture that has a 
protective ZnO coating passivation layer on a porous carbon substrate. Atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) was applied to prepare these cathode architectures, which addresses the 
electrolyte decomposition problem by passivating the surface defect sites on the porous 
carbon. As a consequence, the air cathode based on this modified architecture shows 
promising results for solving the charge overpotential problem. Bulk zinc oxide (ZnO) 
has a direct band gap of 3.3 eV, much smaller compared to that of bulk Al2O3 (8.8 eV), 
which has been widely applied as the protective coating material on the defect sites in 
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various research fields. ZnO ALD using alternating exposures to diethylzinc and water is 
well understood and provides conformal coatings.1 In addition, the growth rate of Pd is 
faster on ZnO surface than on Al2O3 surface.2 All the above advantages make ZnO a 
promising material as the passivating layer on carbon. Here, graphitized carbon black was 
first passivated using 2 and 5 ALD cycles of ZnO, followed by 1, 3, and 10 ALD cycles 
of Pd. The samples were denoted as 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C, 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C, 10c-Pd/2c-
ZnO/C, 3c-Pd/5c-ZnO/C, respectively. The as-prepared samples show high 
electrochemical catalytic activity in Li-O2 cells. This cathode architecture reduced the 
charge overpotential to almost 0 V, the lowest ever reported. The discharge products are 
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 
effect of the Pd loading on the electrochemical performance of the Li-O2 cell is also 
investigated. 
 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
The oxidation state and nearest neighbors of the palladium nanoparticles were 
determined using X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra recorded in 
ambient condition. The XANES spectra of 1c-, 3c- and 10c-Pd on ZnO-passivated carbon 
are shown in Figure 7.1. Similar to the result in Chapter 6,3 Pd step edges show a slight 
shift to lower energy and decreasing whiteline intensity with increasing ALD cycles, 
suggesting a decrease in the percentage of the oxides component for the Pd nanoparticles. 
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The XANES linear combination fit was performed to estimate the metal and oxide 
composition. The Pd nanoparticles primarily exist in the metallic form with 20-25 % 
oxide species. The percentage of PdO component decreased with increasing ALD cycles. 
Increasing ALD cycles lead to increase in Pd nanoparticle diameter as well as decrease in 
percentage of Pd surface atoms. The XANES fittings clearly suggest that the surface Pd 
atoms are oxidized and the core of the nanoparticles remains metallic.  
Figure 7.2a and c illustrate the representative TEM images of the 1-cycle and 3-
cycle ALD-Pd on ZnO passivated carbon samples, respectively, which demonstrate a 
uniform dispersion of the Pd nanoparticles over the carbon substrate. The average size of 
Pd nanoparticles was determined to be around 3 nm and 6 nm for 1-cycle and 3-cycle 
ALD-Pd samples, respectively. Compared to the conventional metal oxide surfaces, the 
Pd particles prepared under similar conditions show much larger particle size on porous 
carbon.4-5 In addition, a much higher density of Pd nanoparticles is normally achieved 
than that on porous carbon due to fewer nucleation sites for the Pd ALD on the carbon 
substrate, and that Pd diffuses more rapidly on the carbon yielding a smaller number of 
larger particles, even though the coverage of Pd on carbon surface is still very uniform. 
These TEM images clearly indicate that the diameter of the Pd nanoparticles increases 
along with increasing ALD cycles, which is consistent with the XANES results. Figure 
7.2b and d show the typical high-resolution TEM images for 1-cycle and 3-cycle ALD-Pd 
samples, respectively. The lattice fringes for the metal nanoparticles are clearly visible 
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for both samples, indicating that Pd nanoparticles are well crystalline and faceted. The 
lattice fringes of the nanoparticles are measured to be ~0.23 nm, consistent with the d-
spacing for Pd [111] plane.6 It should also be pointed out that the porous structure of 
carbon is well preserved during the process of synthesizing Pd nanoparticles on ZnO 
passivated carbon samples by ALD, as shown in Figure 7.2e and f. A well preserved 
porous structure with the appropriate pore size is expected to show high electrochemical 
performance, since it has been considered one of the major factors that have significant 
impact on cell capacity and cycle life in Li-O2 cells.  
The electrochemical performance of these cathode architectures was evaluated in 
a Swagelok-type cell. Figure 7.3a shows the voltage profiles of the first discharge at 2.4 
V under a current rate of 100 mAh/g for all the samples. The initial discharge plateau for 
the 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C sample occurs at approximately 2.75 V with a capacity of 1000 
mAh/g, which slightly drops to below 2.7 V with a total discharge specific capacity 
exceeding 10,000 mAh/g. The rest of the cells with different Pd loadings (1c-ALD and 
10C-ALD samples), however, delivered much less capacity at the lower discharge 
plateau. The catalysis is believed to depend on the active sites on the particle surface and 
the size of the catalyst cluster.7 For 1c-Pd, the amount of Pd nanoparticles is too small to 
improve the battery performance. 10c-Pd provide enough catalyst, but the active site is 
reduced due to the aggregation of the Pd particles. Therefore, Pd loading with the ALD 
cycle number in between, e.g., 3c-Pd, leads to a higher discharge capacity. It is also 
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interesting to note that the cell containing 2c-ZnO/C (without Pd loading) as the cathode 
delivered higher capacity than that of 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C sample. Clearly, either the loading 
or the particle size of the Pd nanoparticle on the ZnO-passivated porous carbon has 
significant impact on the discharge capacity of the Li-O2 cell.  
Figure 7.3b shows the XRD patterns for cathodes harvested after first discharged, 
which clearly demonstrates that Li2O2 is the main discharge product for all the samples 
tested in this study. No evidence shows other crystalline species such as Li2CO3 or LiOH 
in the discharge products, although some amorphous compounds cannot be ruled out. 
Peaks corresponding to the (100), (101), (102), (105) and (110) planes can be indexed to 
a hexagonal structure Li2O2, consistent with the previous reported data. In addition, it can 
be observed that the intensity of Li2O2 for 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C sample is much stronger than 
the other Pd-ZnO-C samples, mainly due to the larger discharge capacity of the former 
sample. The SEM images of the same discharged cathodes clearly show a large amount 
of toroid particles covering the whole surface of sample, which is the typical morphology 
of Li2O2 as reported earlier8 (see Fig. 7.3c-e). However, it appears that the size of the 
toroidal particle on the discharged 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C cathode is much denser and larger 
than those of the other samples, although a few smaller toroids are also visible between 
the bigger ones as marked in the figure. Moreover, careful examination of the SEM 
images indicates that the building blocks of the toroidal discharge products of the 
Pd/ZnO/C based cathodes are distinctly different, i.e., 10c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C discharge 
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products are made up of nanofibers; 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C discharge products consist of 
smaller and more spherical nanoparticles, while 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C discharge products 
contain much bigger and denser nanoparticles. This finding provides strong evidence that 
the oxygen reduction reaction during discharge in the Li-O2 cell is significantly altered 
when Pd nanoparticles on ZnO passivated carbon are used as the electrocatalyst, which 
not only contributes to a higher capacity by providing more active sites for the ORR 
reaction in the case of 3c and 10c ALD-Pd samples, but also leads to a different 
morphology of the discharge products.  
In order to reveal the catalytic activity on the oxygen evolution reaction 
(charging) of the Pd/ZnO/C based cathodes, I applied a capacity-controlled mode to 
investigate the discharge/charge behavior of the Li-O2 cell.3, 7 Under this mode, the cutoff 
charging condition is specified so that the charge capacity matches the previous discharge 
capacity, in this case 1,000 mAh/g, while charge potential is limited to 4.5 V. Figure 7.4 
shows voltage profiles recorded from the discharge/charge cycles obtained from the cells 
with the two different types of cathode architectures, i.e., ZnO passivated graphitized 
carbon (ZnO/C) and Pd nanoparticles on ZnO passivated graphitized carbon (Pd/ZnO/C). 
The voltage profiles exhibit that the charge potential is ~4.0 V for the ZnO/C cathode, 
which is significantly reduced to 3.0 V for all the Pd/ZnO/C cathodes. The observed low 
charge potential was able to be maintained for over 10 cycles at 1,000 mAh/g capacity. 
Even more striking, a lowest charge potential at around 2.8 V is observed for the cell 
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using 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C cathode (Fig. 7.4b), which leads to an extremely high round-trip 
efficiency (>95%) of the cell. Considering that the thermodynamically-determined 
potential of oxygen evolution reaction from Li2O2 is 3.0 V,9-10 such low charge potential 
may indicate a completely different reaction pathway from the previous literatures when 
the Pd/ZnO/C-based materials are used as the cathode in the Li-O2 cell. While the loading 
of Pd affects the performance of the Li-O2 battery, the effect of the ZnO loading on 
carbon is minor. Figure 7.4c and e show that the voltage profiles from the 
discharge/charge cycles are similar between 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C and 3c-Pd/5c-ZnO/C. 
The above results demonstrated that the ALD Pd/ZnO tandem bilayer on carbon 
has been found to be effective cathode architecture for increasing the discharge capacity 
and reducing the charge overpotential of Li-O2 batteries. Although the mechanism is still 
not clear at the current stage, it is believed that both ZnO and Pd play the critical roles in 
enhancing the performance of the cell. In particular, the ALD ZnO thin film partially 
covered the carbon surface and was selectively decorated at the carbon defect sites, which 
help to minimize side reaction such as electrolyte decomposition and formation of lithium 
carbonate on the defect sites. The density functional theory (DFT) calculations by Lu et 
al. showed that small Al2O3 islands prepared by ALD were small enough that it itself is 
conductive.11 A material that is more conductive than Al2O3, such as ZnO in this case, 
would be beneficial to the overall conductivity of the carbon cathode when it is used to 
passivate the carbon defect sites. Subsequent Pd ALD will selectively deposit uniform Pd 
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nanoparticles on top of or at the edge of ZnO layer because the carbon surface can be 
considered inert for Pd ALD. These highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles acted as the 
electrocatalyst for promoting the discharge and charge reactions, and consequently, the 
electrochemical performance of the Li-O2 cells is significantly improved in terms of the 
discharge capacity and, particularly, the reduction of the charge overpotential. 
Finally, it should also be pointed out that the cells with Pd/ZnO/C-based cathode 
started to fade with a relatively short discharge/charge cycles, even under the capacity-
controlled mode. One of the possible reasons that cause the failure of the cell is the 
degradation of Li anode as shown by the corrosion of the anode at the end of the cycle, 
while the cathode still maintains its porous structure, as shown in Figure 7.5. The 
degradation of Li anode in Li-O2 cells is due to the oxygen-crossover effect, which 
results in the formation of LiOH and Li2CO3, as shown in the work of Assary et al.12-13 
Therefore, the protection of the Li anode against the oxygen crossover is one of the key 
factors in improving the cycle life of the Li-O2 cells. 
 
7.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, atomic layer deposition (ALD) was used to deposit nanostructured 
palladium on ZnO-passivated porous carbon as the cathode material for Li-O2 cells. 
Comparing to the Pd/Al2O3/C cathodes,11 the ZnO-passivated ones further reduce the 
charge overpotential and lead to a better cyclability. The results demonstrated that the 
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oxygen reduction reaction during discharge in the Li-O2 cell is significantly altered when 
Pd nanoparticles on ZnO passivated carbon are used as the electrocatalyst, which not only 
contributes to a higher capacity by providing more active sites for the ORR reaction in 
the case of 3c and 10c ALD-Pd samples, but also leads to a different morphology of the 
discharge products. The results also showed that the ALD Pd/ZnO tandem bilayer on 
carbon is effective cathode architecture for significantly decreasing the charge potential 
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Figure 7.1: XANES spectra for the reference samples Pd Foil and PdO, and for the as-
prepared Pd/ZnO/C samples 
  





























Figure 7.2: TEM images for (a)(b) 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C and (c)(d) 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C samples. 





Figure 7.3: Discharge products studied by diffraction patterns and SEM images. (a) 
Voltage profiles and (b) XRD patterns of the cathodes discharged to 2.4 V. SEM images 





















































































Figure 7.4: Voltage profiles for the 10 hr time controlled mode of the cathode (a) 2c-
ZnO/C (b) 1c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C (c) 3c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C (d) 10c-Pd/2c-ZnO/C (e) 3c-Pd/5c-
ZnO/C. 
  












































































































































































Figure 7.5: SEM images for cathodes and images of the degraded Li anode after 








My research aims at the current major hurdles of aprotic Li-O2 battery, including 
the underlying mechanism of the electrochemical processes, the promising techniques for 
cathode architecture, and the stability of the materials used for cathode, anode, and 
electrolyte. Besides the above, this dissertation is an attempt to establish connections 
among various aspects, with the hope of improving the battery system holistically. 
 The major findings of this dissertation study are as follows: 
 (1) The insoluble discharge product, Li2O2 particles, accumulate on the O2-
breathing cathode to form toroidal shape, which clogs the pores and covers the active 
sites in the cathode. During the charge process, Li2O2 decomposes into Li+ ions and O2 
by OER, and releases the O2 diffusion paths and the active sites. The different discharge 
capacities lead to the multifarious morphology of discharge product, and affect the 
following charge process in the aspects of overpotential, reaction rate, et al. For deep 
discharge, extra energy is needed to break the chemical bonds of the discharge products, 
causing a high overpotential. Additionally, the corresponding charge reaction would not 
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completely decompose the Li2O2 toroid. The remaining grains block the diffusion path of 
O2, decrease the porosity of the cathode after cycles, and lead to a sudden death of the 
cell. AIMD and DFT calculation was applied to simulate the mass and charge 
transportation. The simulation results indicate that the active species become immobile 
once the Li2O2 chemical bonds formed. The continous accumulation of the discharge 
products not only clog the pores in the O2-breathing cathode, but also hinder the charge 
transfer process. 
 (2) At the present stage in the research of aprotic Li-O2 battery, high overpotential 
of the electrochemical reactions has been the primary cause of the instability of the 
aprotice electrolyte and bad cyclability of the battery. A variety of factors has been found 
to dictate the electrochemical reactions, such as the nature of the electrocatalyst and the 
surface structure of the porous carbon cathode. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) was used 
to synthesize catalyst nanoparticles on a porous carbon substrate. The nanoparticles are 
uniformly dispersed with the size control, while the surface structure of the carbon 
substrate is well persevered. The resulting materials were employed as the cathode 
materials in rechargeable aqueous Li-O2 battery, and demonstrated a superior catalytic 
activity and electrochemical behavior.  
 (3) Furthermore, ALD is applied to uniformly nanostructured palladium on Zn-
passivated porous carbon substrate. The cathode architecture reduced the charge 
overpotential to almost 0 V. The results demonstrated that the oxygen reduction reaction 
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during discharge in the Li-O2 cell is significantly altered when Pd nanoparticles on ZnO 
passivated carbon are used as the electrocatalyst and also showed that the ALD Pd/ZnO 
tandem bilayer on carbon is an effective cathode architecture for significantly decreasing 
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